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the conclusion that the year just liegun will prove 
to he the most growing year that British tra.lc has 
ever seen. One may surmise that the prospective 
lowering of the United States tariff constitutes one 
of the strong reasons for expecting that the pros- 

conditions in the British Isles will continue
so favorable to
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not to be expected that money will get very cheap 
in the Ixmdon market. An active trade always 
means a plentiful supply of hills for discount; and 
there will also be an extraordinary amount of special
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Notwithstanding last week’s reduction

of discount—from 5 to 4/1 P-c - ,hc Bank .
England secured the bulk of the $4.500.°°° new gold | illR
offered in I/mdon on Monday. The expectation i tjle j*)Sjtinn
i„ the citv is that a further reduction in London bank in gencral, in actual practice serve no other purposes 
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Canadian Banks’ Exchange Operations.
The sterling exchange market in New York has 

.....I weak under heavy offerings of bills. It is per
haps reasonable enough to assume that the operations 
..f the Canadian bank agencies have been responsible, 
in some degree, for the strong position acquired by 
New York in regard to international exchange. A 
number of Canadian issues have appeared in London 
during the past month or -ix weeks—issues by pro
vinces and municipalities in particular. I hen. as 
mentioned last week, the second instalment of $21.- 
ooo.ooo on the C P U. stock issue was paid on April 
l4th As about 80 t»er cent, of the railway com
pany's stock is supposed to be held in Europe, the 
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On comparing these figures with last weeks quo- 

is observable that the tendency of money 
still downward. Rates for all 

well below the French quo

tations it 
rates at London is
classes of paper are now
tations. The fall in British rates is not to Ik- ascribed, 
apparently, to decreased commercial prosperity^ 
Chancellor Lloyd George declared, in the course of 
his budget sjiecch on Tuesday, that there

the trade Ihm.iu has reached its
arc no

indications that 
maximum and there are no signs of over-production, 
lie further stated that he (clt justified in coming to
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